How to Use This Product
Ukulele Explorer is appropriate for individual computers
and interactive whiteboards. Begin an amazing journey
to quickly get your kids playing a host of popular hits.
Each of the ten units includes tuning instruction, chord
drill, strum pattern practice, and a skill-building exercise,
culminating with an engaging performance piece
followed by an interactive assessment activity.
Title Screen

SELECT any of the
ISLANDS to navigate
to a specific lesson.

Reproducible PDFs
Chord diagram posters, ukulele charts, and
singer pages are available for each song.
Follow the download instructions inside the
enclosed envelope.
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SELECT the HELP icon
for detailed explanations
of the tools and icons that
you will see throughout
this program.

Jon Stone

Lesson Screen

SELECT the PLAY icon to hear chord,
strum, and song demonstrations
included throughout the course.

Jon Stone is a private music instructor specializing
in ukulele, guitar, and bass. He currently teaches
online and in his studio in Littleton, Colorado. In
his formative years, Jon studied privately with
jazz guitarist Jeff Sherman of Bellarmine College.
He later attended the University of Denver
Lamont School of Music where he studied with
many of the city’s finest musicians. Mr. Stone
honed his skills in numerous bands playing a
variety of styles, and has composed and recorded
several albums.
Jon’s teaching philosophy is simple: learning
songs that the student is interested in gives
them a solid foundation of rewarding and fun
experiences that can be used as a framework for
the harder aspects of music education—namely
scales, theory, and sight-reading. Without musical
context those concepts can be esoteric and
intimidating, but with the proper setup they can
be intuitive and easier to grasp.

SELECT the HOME icon to return
to the title screen at any time.

SELECT the NUMBER icons to navigate between
the different screens in each lesson.

SELECT the HELP icon
to bring up specific
instructions for each
part of the lesson.

SELECT the FLIP icon to move the navigation
controls (the HOME, NUMBER, and HELP icons)
from one side of the screen to the other.

See the instructions attached to access the online software and PDFs.

